


Who We
Are?

Nakisa is a global leader in enterprise business software for 

Organization Design, Accounting, enterprise Real Estate, and 

compliance. 

We are proud to serve more than 1,100 enterprise clients and 6.6 

million users across 135 countries. Companies such as Walmart, 

Pfizer, Puma, Nestlé, ExxonMobil, and Airbus rely on us every day. 
We empower enterprises with cutting-edge cloud-native solutions to 

streamline enterprise data, provide insights & workflows and ensure 
process automation so that companies can focus on more 

value-added activities.
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Our 
Mission
& Vision

Empowering Finance and HR 
departments across large enterprises 

with adaptable and scalable solutions 

that evolve with their business needs.

We bring together the 

brightest minds with diverse 

backgrounds to provide 

innovative solutions and an 

amazing experience for our 
clients! 

Mission
Enable the largest 
enterprises in the world to 

visualize their data and 
transform it into insights 

and actions for growth

Vision



Our 
Technology Embrace the Future with Cloud-Native 

Technologies 

At Nakisa, we are passionate about new 

ways of working and building SaaS products. 
We see huge potential in cloud nativity since 
it offers unprecedented flexibility, scalability, 
and speed of innovations. 

All Nakisa solutions are built on 

microservices.Kubernetes, Kafka, 

Elasticsearch, KeyCloak, CI/CD frameworks, 
and many other state-of-art tech stacks help 
us create Cloud-Native cutting-edge 

solutions and bring unparalleled value to our 
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Our 
Culture

The best way to describe our 
culture is "unity in diversity". Our 
expertise at Nakisa comes from 
colleagues with various 

backgrounds. Built on mutual 

respect and integrity, our culture 
allows everyone to bring their best 
to the table.

We are happy to see people of 
different nationalities, cultures, 
races, genders, and orientations 

working together toward a unified 
goal.

Zynor Majeed
Product UX Designer @ Nakisa

Rafi Azad
Application Consultant  @ Nakisa

Minh Vu
Senior Software Developer  @ Nakisa

Thanh Nguyen
Senior Solution Consultant @ Nakisa

Unity in Diversity



Hear From
Our People

Zynor Majeed
Product UX Designer @ Nakisa

Talar Manoukian
Project  Manager @ Nakisa

Q: What do you like about Nakisa?

We come from all walks of life, and we share those experiences to help each other grow. Most people 
I’ve met have been eager learners and quick to lend a hand when needed. Even as we shifted to 
working from home, and realized the challenge of staying social, my teams and I have always found 
ways to keep our day-to-day fun, and make sure we’re taking care of each other.

At Nakisa, each individual has a voice and sees the impact of his/her efforts on the team and company 
level – which I believe is very motivating. Also, the nonhierarchical attitude ensures a family-like spirit. The 
knowledgeable and diverse people at Nakisa make the environment very interesting and enjoyable.



How Do We 
Care About
You?

The brand-new office located in downtown 

Gym in the workplace building

Supportive and friendly atmosphere

Flexible schedule, hybrid model

Growth and Development

Nakisa Day off, Personal Day off

Min 3 weeks’ vacation

Time off during Holidays Season

Working Abroad

Unlimited sick days

Dialogue telemedicine 

Group insurance

Group Matching RRSP

Work with Fortune 1000 companies

Unlimited paid sick days 

Work abroad policy 

Monthly social activities.



Step 1: Discovery call (Virtual) 

A video chat with our Talent Acquisition Team to learn about you, the role you might be 
interested in, and the type of projects you will work on.

Step 2: Sample of your amazing work ( (Virtual) 

A showcase of your skills and knowledge for the role you are interested in. We often 
come up with an exciting topic for this part of the interview      ! 

Step 3: Interview (Virtual or on-site)

Depends on the showcase, we will invite you to meet with the 
hiring team to delve into your expertise. Tip: Don’t forget to ask 
any questions you might have about the work, team, or company.

Step 4: Decision & Offer
If everything goes great and we both see each 
other working together, we will send you an 
offer to join our amazing team! 
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Thank You For Your Interest In Nakisa. We Look Forward 
to Meeting You! 


